
WEDDINGS

authentic and timeless...
SEE YOUR PHOTOS COME TO LIFE



I love designing albums and have taken a number of years to select the best suppliers and formats for 
you.  I now offer a range of albums to suit all tastes and budgets which you can find in the online store of 
your wedding gallery which are to be designed by you.  However, my bespoke and luxury album design 
service is for Queensberry albums which are not included in the online store but showcased here in this 
brochure. Ranging from matted albums through to digital photo albums, these albums are all made 
using the finest leathers and art papers .

The purpose of my bespoke album design service is to tell the story of your day using a mixture of both 
colour and black + white images including detail shots, portraits and informal reportage images in your 
individual design, printed in silver-halide onto your very own bespoke album - hand made by skilled 
artisans in New Zealand.  Album design is included in the price (alternatively, you can try before you 
buy, see FAQ section below for more info). 

Take a browse through the album photos and prices below or if you’re local to Chichester you are 
welcome to drop in and view my Queensberry Duo sample album. Alternatively, I can show the album 
to you over a video message.

Create your family heirloom



This luxrious album is the pinnacle of my photography and Queensberry’s design expertise, and has become 
almost legendary amongst my clients, their family and friends, I’m tralking take out the white gloves.  
I’ll work with you to design the finished album to your exact specifications, resulting in a truly personal album 
which you will treasure forever! 
If you met with me in person either for a consultation or at my stand at a wedding fair, then you would have seen 
this stunning album, images are traditonally mounted, with every aperture cut by talented artisans hands in New 
Zealand, exquisite french sourced papers made to specifications ensuring their sustainability with textures to 
enhance the papers natural qualities, and specially selected leathers from the finest tanneries. These albums have 
a unqiue contemporary twist in that they can combine fully printed pages within the album as well as mounted 
images making it the Duo, a patented design available only with this album.  If you are looking for something 
truly unique then this is certainly the album for you.

Queensberry Duo

*Includes a translucent title page, and is presented in a stunning velvet drawstring bag, boxed.
10 x 10 inch Square :   £1435. 
14 x 10 inch landscape :   £1685.
Extra pages :    £   35.

Parent Albums and Queensberry handbag books are available as add-ons starting from £150.

MAIN ALBUM *INCLUDES 18 PAGES (32 SIDES)

THE LUXURY IN BESPOKE ALBUMS



Minimalist and versatile with a real modern feel to it. This album really is unique in it’s own right, in the style of 
a coffee table book, your photos are printed directly onto the pages, but these aren’t just normal pages, these are 
textured, beautiful and thick fine art papers. I truly believe these books are well suited to the arty and creative 
types, they have a more relaxed vibe to them and even an almost french, authentic or vintage feel about them.  
With every detail of every silver-halide-printed image almost embossed into this textured tintoretto paper, it 
makes this equally special to the Duo album and the quality, craftsmanship and attention to detail is second to 
none. 
Every album has a bespoke design and I work with you to create the perfect album for YOU.

Queensberry Studio Book

*Includes a wing and a flip page, a translucent title page, and is presented in a stunning velvet drawstring bag, boxed.
9 x 9 inch Square :   £865. 
12 x 9 inch landscape :   £1025.
14 x 10 inch landscape :   £1235.
Extra pages :    £   20.

Smaller digital copy albums are available as add-ons starting from £255.

MAIN ALBUM *INCLUDES 30 PAGES (60 SIDES)

 THE ULTIMATE IN CONTEMPORARY PHOTO DESIGN



“When we received our Queensberry Duo 
album we were blown away, it’s of amazing 
quality and the individual design touches 
to each page just made it extra special. We 
have even shown other photographers and 
printers in the hope of creating something 
similar from photos of a previous family 
wedding and all have remarked on how 
fabulous it is. Thank you so much Nicci for 
making our day so perfect and recording 
memories that we can treasure forever.”
- Paul & Sarah, 10 x 10” Queensberry Duo

“Our album arrived on Saturday and is 
absolutely out of this word. It has instantly 
made all our friends very jealous of their 
standard wedding book with standard 
wedding photographs inside! We gave our 
relatives and wedding party small copies of 
the album - this was the icing on the cake 
and much recommended, it’s so good we are 
going to order more!
The whole experience with Nicci has 
been faultless from start to finish, we can’t 
recommend her enough.”
- David & Ruth on receiving their 14x10” 
Queensberry Duo album and digital copies.

“OMG!!! I absolutely love it. I cannot thank 
you enough. It’s wonderful, captures the day 
so lovely. It’s just PERFECT. THANK YOU!!!
Best album ever.”
- Amanda & Sal, 14x10” Queensberry Duo

“This is soooo different, the textured paper is 
unreal, we love it. Our photos look beautiful 
and the whole album is just so unique. We 
love the way you designed this Nicci, it has 
a real modern edge to it yet feels authentic 
with the textures and vintage leather cover. 
We cannot thank you enough.”
-  Lydia & Ed, 12x9” Queensberry Studio book

Love notes...
READ ON TO SEE WHAT CLIENTS THINK OF THEIR QUEENSBERRY ALBUMS



DO WE CHOOSE OUR ALBUM PHOTOS? 

I don’t ask for a list of photos from you for the design as this would 
not only be time consuming for you but I know which will flow 
together in a layout making it easier for me to design without a 
full extensive list. What I do ask is that you just tell me your 5-10 
absolute favourite images to have as the large main feature photos 
in your album, and if possible any that you would rather not be 
included at all - you know, the plus ones, the guests you just had to 
invite to keep certain family members happy... and so on. I’m not 
to know who these people are so it saves a lot of time if you let me 
know the image numbers first. 

HOW DO WE CHECK THE DESIGN AND EXPLAIN ANY 
CHANGES WE’D LIKE?

Once the album design is complete, you will receive a link to view 
this, here you can easily add notes online to each page advising me 
of images you’d like removed, note image numbers which you’d like 
to use to replace current ones or as additionals, you can also let me 
know if you’d like me to change the layout of a page or remove one. 
It’s as simple as that - once you press send, I will receive your notes 
and make the changes. The album will not be ordered until you are 
happy with your design.

HOW MANY TIMES CAN WE MAKE CHANGES??

For obvious reasons I need to have a limit here. I allow up to as 
many amendments as you like in one change submission. You can 
submit your changes up to three times.

Your album questions answered...



WHEN WILL WE GET OUR WEDDING ALBUM?
From your confirmation for design and to send to print, I ask that you then allow 
up to six weeks for these bespoke handmade albums. 

CAN WE ORDER AN ALBUM AT A LATER DATE?

Of course, I actually recommend clients purchase their album after their wedding 
enabling you to decide which album suits YOUR photos best!  I also believe it 
takes a few months to decide on favourites as you start to notice more and more 
in your photos. I keep your photos for a minimum of three years, after this it is 
still possible to purchase an album, however, you may be required to supply the 
images. 

HOW MANY PHOTOS ARE IN AN ALBUM?
Every wedding is different, as is every album unique. I design all of these albums 
to suit each couple and their photos. The amount of photos included tends to 
fall between 50 and 200 images depending on the size of album, the amount of 
images, pages and the design style.

WE CAN’T AFFORD AN ALBUM, WHAT CAN WE DO? 
Why not add Adorlee Gift Vouchers to your Wedding Gift list, or as an anniversary 
gift, you can tell me a limit and once you’ve reached that amount I can let any 
future enquiries know that you have enough! I also offer Try Before You Buy - a 
free 2-page design, or if you would like to see a full design of your wedding before 
committing just pay the design fee of £250, if you decide to purchase the album 
then the £250 will be deducted from the album price.  Album prices will be held 
for 6 months after I design your album.

WHEN DO WE NEED TO PAY?

The £250 design fee is due before any work is commenced. Once you have given me 
confirmation that you are happy with your full design, I ask you to sign it off and pay 
the remainder of your balance. Once both of these are received, I can then place the 
order. 
NB:  the £250 design fee is included in all album prices quoted in this brochure, it 
is not an additional fee. This means once this fee is paid, you can take £250 off your 
album price.

CAN WE ORDER A PARENT ALBUM?

If you require parent or handbag albums which are duplicates of your main album 
then these can only be ordered at a reduced amount at the time of your main 
album order. You can purchase a parent album separately with it’s own design 
although this will incur a second design fee. Alternatively you can purchase a 
small digital copy book as detailed in the pricing above.



If you have any questions which I haven’t answered above, please don’t 
hesitate to get in touch via the details below.

TEL:  07764 595 370

EMAIL:   hello@adorlee.co.uk

POSTAL ADDRESS:

16 Lime Avenue,
Chichester,
West Sussex.
PO20 3UF

WWW.ADORLEE.CO.UK

INSTAGRAM: @adorleeweddings

FAMILY WORK: www.niccihudson.uk

get in touch


